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The author of scores of historical novels,
Pamela Hill has built a devoted following
with her uniquely appealing style of
storytelling. Now, with The Brocken, she
offers a dark but witty Gothic journey
through Victorian Europe, tracking a
Rabelaisian cast from Londons Hyde Park
to Vienna to the Harz mountains of
Germany. Will the comic spinster Athene
meet her Waterloo at Harwich? Will
Nicholas Crowbetter, a banker bored by his
marriage to an heiress, continue his
seduction of her prim companion Maud,
and slip irretrievably into a life of shame?
How long can the fascinating Melanie von
Reichmansthal toil between husband, lover,
and son? And will the pretty Sarah,
unhappily married to the earls stoic heir,
finally persuade her husband to speak? The
Brocken is one of the most diverting
entertainments yet to emerge from the rich
imagination of a prolific and beloved
novelist.
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Brocken Train Line - Wernigerode none Brocken, also called Blocksberg, highest point (3,747 feet [1,142 m]) of the
Harz Mountains, lying 8 miles (13 km) west-southwest of Wernigerode, Ger., within Brocken : Climbing, Hiking &
Mountaineering : SummitPost Brocken definition, a mountain in N central Germany: the highest peak in the Harz
Mountains. 3745 feet (1140 meters). See more. The Brocken - Picture of Harz National Park - TripAdvisor Were
on the summit of the Brocken, and the Brocken for most Germans is no ordinary peak. Steeped in European folklore, the
Harz Mountains Brocken - Wikipedia The Brocken mountain at 1141 metres is the highest mountain in the Harz
National Park. Due to its exposed location, the Brocken can, in good weather, be seen The Brocken Mountain Wernigerode Harz National Park, Wernigerode Picture: The Brocken - Check out TripAdvisor members 1814 candid
photos and videos. Riding The Brocken Northern Germanys Highest Mountain Discover The Brocken in
Wernigerode, Germany: On the highest peak in the Harz Mountains, science and the occult faced off in a failed attempt
to turn a goat The Brocken - Picture of Harz National Park - TripAdvisor It is best known, however, as the
Brockengespenst or Brocken Spectre, owing to the ideal conditions at The Brocken, a peak in the Harz Mountains in
northern What is the Brocken Spectre? Earth EarthSky Brocken : : Climbing, hiking, mountaineering. Schierke to
the Brocken: Hiking in the Harz Northern Germanys highest mountain, the Brocken, now offers you a unique
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atmosphere for conferences. At 1142 metres you have the bestpreconditions for a The Brocken Train Line
(Wernigerode, Germany): Top - TripAdvisor An illustrated travel article about the Brocken, Eastern Germanys
highest mountain, which has a spy-post-turned-museum from the GDR era. Brocken spectre - Wikipedia The Brocken
Train Line, Wernigerode: See 259 reviews, articles, and 202 photos of The Brocken Train Line, ranked No.4 on
TripAdvisor among 20 attractions in Brocken mountain, Germany The Brocken Railway (German: Brockenbahn) is
one of three tourist metre gauge railways which together with the Harz Railway and Selke Valley Railway form
Germany: fairytale highs in the Harz Mountains - Telegraph Harz National Park, Wernigerode Picture: The Brocken
- Check out TripAdvisor members 1814 candid photos and videos. Brockenbahn - Harzer Schmalspurbahnen Except
one. With its elevation of 1,141 meters the Brocken is the highest peak of Northern Germany and the Harz mountain
range. The Brocken is part of the Wernigerode: Gateway to the Brocken The Brocken Spectre is your own shadow,
cast on mists below you, when you are mountain climbing. The shadow may appear enormous and The Brocken Faust
A Brocken spectre (German Brockengespenst), also called Brocken bow or mountain spectre, is the apparently
enormous and magnified shadow of an observer, Brocken Railway - Wikipedia The witches dancing place on Broken
Mountain. German postcard showing the Hexentanzplatz. Held to light it shows one scene. The Brocken, or Blocksberg,
The Brocken Wernigerode, Germany - Atlas Obscura The Brocken is the highest and most famous mountain in the
Harz. The only way up is either taking the steam train from Wernigerode (or towns further away, see Germany
Holidays: The Brocken Spectre - Germany is Wunderbar Hiking in the Harz. This is a pretty climb from the small
village of Schierke, to the top of the Brocken, the highest peak in the Harz. Overall, its of medium difficulty, The
Spectre of Brocken - The Nonist Brocken spectre - Atmospheric Optics The Brocken Train Line, Wernigerode: See
259 reviews, articles, and 202 photos of The Brocken Train Line, ranked No.4 on TripAdvisor among 20 attractions in
The Harz Mountains - The Brocken railway line is one of three lines that make up the Harz Mountains narrow gauge
train lines (HSB). The others are the Selketal (Selke Valley) line none The highest Harz-mountain with over one
million - Brockenhotel A tour to the Brocken is one of the highlights of any trip to the Harz. Well known travelers like
Johann Goethe and Heinrich Heine drew their inspiration from the Brocken im Harz - Europe for Visitors The
climbers amongst you will know of the Brocken Spectre, but few will know where it originates. The Brocken is the
highest peak in the Harz Mountains, Brocken Define Brocken at The Brocken, also sometimes referred to as the
Blocksberg, is the highest peak of the Harz mountain range and also the highest peak of Northern Germany it is
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